Relocation Assistance Helps You on Your Way

Before you start your first day, there is a great deal you need to do, both personally and professionally. Undoubtedly, the task of moving can be a challenging one. We hope you find that Mayo Clinic’s competitive relocation assistance helps ease most of your concerns.

A pre-determined lump sum payment is provided to individuals wishing to relocate using personal, rental vehicles/trailers or Mayo discounted contract carrier vendors to move household goods.

The taxable benefit is to assist you in your move, Post Offer Placement Assessment (POPA) and/or Househunting travel with expenses such as:

- Contract carrier service charges, rental of vehicle or trailer to move household goods
- Hotel and meals
- Gas, parking, toll fees
- Other cost associated with your relocation

Eligibility for relocation benefits and pre-placement evaluation/house hunting travel is based on relocation distance requirements:

- 70 miles or more if relocating to work at Mayo Clinic in Rochester, MN
- 70 miles or more if relocating to work at Mayo Clinic in Scottsdale/Phoenix, AZ
- 70 miles or more if relocating to work at Mayo Clinic in Jacksonville, FL
- 70 miles or more if relocating to work at a Mayo Clinic Health System location

Additionally, individuals must relocate within a 50-mile radius from the Mayo Clinic hiring site.